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Learner outcomes by language
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Grade 4 PIRLS Literacy achievement by 
language of test

Language
English 23%

isiZulu 22%

isiXhosa 16%

81% of South 

Africa are racially 

classified as 

African



Language policies



What are the education policies on 
language?

National Education Policy Act (NEPA) 1996

• Determination of national education policy by Minister of Education after consultation
with provincial heads

• Function of the Minister as determining the language

• Functions of provinces as coordinating administrative actions and implement national
policy

South African Schools Act (SASA) 1996

• Minister determines norms and standards for language policy in public schools.

• School Governing Bodies (SGBs) determine the language policy of the school



What are the education policies on 
language?

Norms and Standards for Language Policy in Public Schools  1997

• Learners may study in their Home Language from Grade 1-6

• Additive multilingualism approach, where mastery of the Home Language 
arguably enables learning additional languages. 

• Parental choice through school selection based on LOLT

• SGB determining school language policy but also promoting multilingualism

Additional provisions:

• Need for research to continuously inform this policy
• Development of all 11 official languages
• Development of programmes for the redress of all African languages 



What are the education policies on 
language?

Pan South African Language Board was established by parliament 1995, amended in 1999

• Develop the 11 official languages

• Promote multilingualism in South Africa

• Initiate studies and research aimed at promoting and creating conditions for the development of all 11 
official languages, plus the Khoi, San and South African sign language

Focus areas:

• Status Language Planning

• Language in Education

• Translation and Interpreting

• Lexicography, Terminology and place names

• Development of Literature and previously marginalised languages

• Language Rights and Mediation

• Research



Language policy options

L1 Primary school
Secondary 

School

L2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4

Immersion

transitional 
early exit

transitional 
late exit

additive 



Complex language dynamics in SA
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International and local literature



International literature on language

• Most pedagogical theory supports later transitions (e.g. Cummins, 2000)

• Reading, for example, requires both decoding (taught) and vocabulary 
(which is mainly acquired during early years in the home and is HL).

• Immersion arguments:  Practice makes perfect

• However, there are practical realities also need to be 
considered:
– availability of academic text in MT
– language ability of teachers
– What to do when there are numerous home languages in a single 

classroom?



International literature on language

Highly influential international studies are almost all methodologically limited:

• Ramirez Report (1991): Not long enough time span; pre-scores
• Slavin et al (2011) :  the “only multiyear randomized evaluation of 

transitional bilingual education” – but only 6 schools!

• Most literature from USA;  very little in Africa
• Very few African study with large enough sample for precise estimations, 

multi-year duration, randomised assignment or other suitable quasi-
experimental method for causal inference

Lots of theoretical work;  far less empirical work
How to keep other variables constant? Multi-year study is needed
No matter what data one uses in SA, there will be important unobserved 
variables.



South African research



Language and the labour market

• Earnings in earnings from six years of Home Language (Eriksson (2014) 
– Examining the effect of the 1955 Bantu Education Act extending Home Language 

learning from four years to six years 

– Using the 1980 census there is an estimated 1.5 to 4%  increase in the earnings of 
males for men aged 28 to 48 in the census

• Direct relationship between English proficiency and earning in SA (Posel & 
Casale 2010)

– Men reading and writing in English earn 55% more

– Men with English proficiency & post-schooling qualifications earn 97% more

• No independent returns to African languages however there are return 
to English through African language 



Estimating the impact of Mother Tongue Instruction 
relative to Instruction in English in South African 

primary schools

Taylor and von Fintel (2016)



The data
• Combining two datasets

– Annual National Assessments
• Standardised testing in grades 1 to 6 and 9 for all schools in South Africa
• We use data for grades 4, 5 and 6 for 2012
• Children who are not English or Afrikaans speaking wrote two subjects: mathematics (the test was 

in English) and English as First Additional Language

– Annual Survey of Schools
• All school principals complete this survey every year
• It includes extensive administrative information: LOLT in each grade, number of students per grade 

(by gender, home language, disability, race, etc); number of teachers (and some characteristics of 
theirs such as qualifications), school fees charged, etc.

• Sample includes only:
– Public schools
– Non-Afrikaans schools
– In bottom 3 quintiles of income distribution 
– Where at least 80% of children are black
– Use grade 4, 5 and 6 children
– Use variation in exposure to English in grades 1, 2 and 3 within school

19



The data
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Results
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The school fixed effects strategy
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Why/How do schools decide to change the LOLT in a particular

grade?

SGB?

PEDs?

District officials?



Results
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Conclusion

• Without controlling for school fixed-effects, more years
of English as language of instruction is correlated with
higher performance in maths and English

• Inclusion of school level fixed effects, home language
instruction seems to be more beneficial

• HL instruction in early years of school is important,
but you cannot think of language without thinking of
quality





Benchmarking



Reading comprehension outcomes 



Comprehension Iceberg (Spaull, Pretorius, 
Mohohlwane 2018)

Southern African language 
family in South Africa

Nguni language family
(Conjunctive 
orthography)

isiZulu
isiXhosa
Siswati

isiNdebele

Sotho language family
(disjunctive orthograhy)

Northern Sotho
Southern Sotho

Setswana

Single languages
(Mainly disjunctive 

orthography)
Tshivenda
Xitsonga



Morphology
Language Text

N Sotho

(Sepedi)

Ka le lengwe la matšatši mosepedi yo a bego a na le tlala. O fihlile motseng wo mongwe a kgopela

dijo. Go be go se na yo a bego a na le dijo.

Xitsonga Siku rin’wana mufambi loyi a ri na ndlala. U fikile emugangeni. A kombela swakudya, kambe a ku nga

ri na loyi.

isiZulu Kunesihambi esasilambile kakhulu. Sahamba sicela ukudla emizini yabantu. Abantu babengenakho

ukudla.

Gloss There was a stranger who was very hungry. He came to a village and asked for food. Nobody had

any food.

Words in 

Sentence1

Words in 

Sentence2

Words in 

Sentence3
Total words

Words per 

sentence

Letters per 

word

Total single 

syllable words:

V/ CV

N Sotho 13 8 12 33 11 3.2 21

Tsonga 8 3 10 21 7 4 9

Zulu 3 5 3 11 3.6 8 0



Descriptive statistics



Accuracy and fluency: words
The ability to identify letters and read words accurately reduces 
comprehension complications (Adams, 1994; Spear-Swerling, 2006). 

1. Independent reading level: word recognition is 99% and comprehension is 
90% or better.

2. Instructional reading level: (the level at which the reader can be 
successfully instructed) word recognition is 95% and comprehension is 75% 
or better.

3. Frustration reading level: word recognition is 90% or less and 
comprehension is less than 50%. At this level the reader cannot really 
understand the text.

A grade level two years above one's reading level is usually considered the 
frustration level.

Rachel Kahn, Patricia A. Zapf, & Virginia G. Cooper, Readability Of Miranda Warnings And Waivers: Implications For Evaluating Miranda 
Comprehension, 30 L. & Psychol. Rev. 119, 127 (2006) (citing Daniel P. Greenfield et al., Retrospective Evaluation of Miranda Reading Levels and 
Waiver Competency, 19 Am. J. Forensic Psychol. 75, 79-80 (2001)).



Accuracy and fluency: words







Tentative benchmarks for 3 African languages



1. There is a large evidence gap on language policy 
implementation and policy option research

2. Several datasets that could be used, need more hands on 
deck

3. The HL policy seems to be proven correct but how do you 
strengthen implementation

4. We need to move beyond a repetitive focus on low 
comprehension outcomes; this is simply the tip of the 
iceberg. 

5. What is lacking is research on the different reading 
components or the “cognitive-linguistic processes involved 
in reading” (De Vos et al, 2014) in African languages’

Moving forward


